A 67-year-old man underwent total colonoscopy because he had had a positive fecal occult blood test. Colonoscopy showed a sessile polyp, 10 mm in diameter, in the sigmoid colon (Fig. 1). Six weeks later, he was scheduled for hospitalization to undergo endoscopic resection of this polyp. At this second colonoscopy the polyp was seen to have developed a morphologically unique “polyp on polyp” appearance (Fig. 2). Because invasive cancer was suspected on the basis of the endoscopic appearances, the endoscopic removal was discontinued and surgical resection was recommended. Nine weeks after the initial colonoscopy the patient underwent a third colonoscopy for endoscopic tattooing before surgery. Surprisingly, the polyp had transformed into a nonpolypoid lesion with a type V pit pattern (Fig. 3). Laparoscopy-assisted colectomy was performed, and on histological examination the resected specimen revealed a moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma without an adenomatous component, that extended deeply into the submucosal layer with vessel invasion and lymph node metastasis (Fig. 4).

The development and growth of colorectal cancers has been analyzed retrospectively using radiographic images of lesions that have been overlooked at initial examinations, but almost all of these lesions were followed up after a long interval [1–3]. This sessile polyp exhibited marked morphological change into a flat elevated early invasive cancer within an extremely short period. The mechanisms underlying this kind of morphological change are unclear. It is possible that endoscopic biopsy and submucosal injection used for diagnosis or removal of a polyp could induce such changes [4], but these procedures were not performed in this case. The growth rates of colorectal tumors are reported to accelerate when the lesions invade the submucosa [5]. Considering the morphological changes that became evident in such a short period, it is possible that this lesion was already cancerous at the outset. This rapid and marked change also indicated its biological aggressiveness and, in fact, despite its small size, it was found to have deeply invaded the submucosa, with vessel invasion and nodal involvement. Although this behavior seems to be very unusual, this type of progression should be taken into consideration if colorectal polyps are left untreated.
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